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"EAT THAT CRUST”

LORD SAYS USE ALL THE LOAF

Lord Wool ton opening the ’’Bread, into ’battle” exhibition at

Charing Cross underground station this afternoon said; -

I am glad, you are here. The other day I read an article by Dr.

Goebbels., In case you missed it I will repeat what he said. He wrote;

"One cannot always fight for ideals. This is a war for corn and bread*"

We, in this country, can fight for ideals. Perhaps we don't often

enough remember that our bread has to be fought for too. It isn’t

rationed yet* I hope it won't be. But the unrestricted supply in the

baker'S shop throws an individual responsibility on us all* I know that

everyone wants to do the right thing and so I am going to be precise about

bread and say what we want people to do. What I am going to say will

surprise you perhaps It’s not "eat less bread" but "eat more of it, Eat it up

to the final crust of every loaf."

The ideal housewife will never, have any surplus food - that is to

say she will have just sufficient to feed her family properly and. have nothing

loft over. But this is sometimes difficult to manage and I know that now and

then the most careful housewife finds herself with a little too much Bread

which goes stale. Well* there are plenty of solutions for that* You will

see a panel here headed ’’the end, of the loaf is the Beginning of all this”

and Below are half a dozen ways of eating up stale Bread.

Any food which can be used at the table ought to be eaten by human

beings. Of course, it is better that spoiled food should be given to pigs
and poultry than that it should be thrown away. But bread is a pearl of

great pricer We don’t bring in wheat by sea, bake it into bread, transport

it to your door, and sell it to you at a low subsidised -price in order to

have it cast before swine*

I have promised, you bread for the next year and I don't want to ration

it. I know what we can do in this country through voluntary effort* I know

what we can save in bread, if we try. This is the slice of bread that launches

not a thousand but 150 thousand tons of shipping in a year, if it is saved.

Any woman who helps in this work is to me the modern Helen of Troy

and. what is far more important, a fighter in a war which is still one of

id.eals?
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